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Here we go again, looking forward to the seaside,
the mountains, international cities. And this time,
like real Italians, the purpose is not to export our
technology or products, but to enjoy a few days,
maybe a few weeks of deserved rest and relax.
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A period of rest after another busy year. 2016
was definitely “rosier” than the previous years.
Things are going better; wood and wood-based
material companies, all over the world, are paying
more attention to the proposal of technology suppliers. And as Italians are leaders, best-in-class
for certain operations and processes, the sentiment
for our industries − maybe not the balance sheet
yet − is clearly improving.

in this issue...

We will illustrate the economic situation of our industry in the next issue of Xylon International. In
this one, as you will see in the following pages,
we have focused on two topics that could not be
postponed. First of all, the upcoming edition of
Iwf Atlanta and Timber Processing and Energy
Export in Portland, two events that are extensively
covered in this issued of our magazine.
From page 6 to page 9, you will find our “Usa Focus”, with interviews to major exhibitors and the
presentation of technologies displayed at the US
exhibitions.
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A quick glance at Slovenia

The second big topic in this issue is Xylexpo, the
biennial exhibition held in Milan from 24 to 28
May, celebrating its 25th edition and hosting all
industry leaders in its halls: this year, every major
company decided to be in Milan, with no exceptions.
Very briefly, we report what happened and the
celebrations for the fiftieth anniversary of Acimall,
which is the association of Italian manufacturers
and the “soul” of Xylexpo (through its operational
branch Cepra), as well as the publisher of the
magazine you are reading.
We could not forget to inform you about XIA-Xylexpo Innovation Awards, the innovation contest
that has brought a few surprising results....
Unfortunately, we did not have enough space to
tell you about everything that happened at Xylexpo,
so many news, so many solutions that animated
the "Milan May”. On these pages you fill find the
first part of this story: the rest will come in the
September-October issue.
The closing act is represented by two snapshots
of markets that are becoming increasingly “involved” in the big circus of woodworking technology.
Slovenia and Bulgaria are the protagonists of two
special features by Acimall’s Studies Office.
Having said this, we wish you good reading!
For a “summer” issue, there are plenty of contents,
aren't there? Enjoy your summer! (l.r.)
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“Cavaliere del Lavoro” Roberto Bottacini (Pneumax) has passed away

International wood fair and Holz&Bau in Klagenfurt

Last June 6, 2016, a sudden stroke
took away Roberto Bottacini,
“Cavaliere del Lavoro”, a national
honor that rewards entrepreneurs,
President of Pneumax spa, which
is just about to celebrate its 40th
business anniversary. Bottacini was
born in Brugherio, near Milan, but
in the Seventies he moved to Lurano (near Bergamo) where in 1976
(together with Giuseppe Beretta)
he established Pneumax, a company that quickly achieved a leading position in the pneumatic automation business
on the global markets.
The group is active in Europe, India, China, Sin-

The Central European timber and forestry industry
will meet once again in Klagenfurt from 1 to 4
September 2016 to find out all the latest trends
in their trade at the International Wood Fair and
the Holz&Bau event. More than 500 exhibitors
from 22 nations represent the entire value chain
on a 30,000 m2 exhibition space: from forestry to
sawmill technology, from green energy to logistics,
from structural engineering with timber to joinery
& carpentry supplies. With 22,000 trade visitors
from Austria and abroad, the International wood
fair Klagenfurt is the leading trade show for the
forestry and timber industry in Central and Southeastern Europe. Its unique position makes the
trade show so immensely attractive for high-level
trade visitors, of whom 36 percent come from

gapore and Brazil, but it has
maintained production in Italy
by will of its founder, who has
always worked to promote
“made in Italy" around the world
and support the economic
growth of his home country. His
daughters Rossella and Monica
Bottacini, together with Marco
and Liliana Beretta, will stick to
Roberto's lesson, the values he
transferred to them, the feeling
of shared unity, continuing the
development and expansion activities already in
place, while preserving close relations with the
local community. ■

COMPANIES
Greda at Xylexpo 2016
Back to the major biennial exhibition in Milan,
which has always been a milestone in the Greda’s
strategy, the company based in Mariano Comense,
at the heart of the furniture and wood technology
district of Brianza, is celebrating its 35th anniversary.
“Xylexpo, as I have repeated several times, is
definitely the most important exhibition in evennumbered years. And not only for Greda!”.
With these words, Marianna Daschini, co-owner
of Greda together with her brother Piero, opened
the five days of the Milan show. “This is the
showcase of Italian technology par excellence,
a great international review that offers the opportunity to present our working centers to the
entire world... definitely the exhibition where we
feel at home”.
This edition is important for Greda, introducing
the new “Poker V”, which is not just its latest technological achievement, but a new milestone in
Greda’s strategy. Why? The answer seems to be
easy, namely they took an established technology
– the “Poker” working center for chair, table and
furniture parts – and turned it into a “solution portfolio” suitable for several operations.
Innovation means finding new ways to solver
user problems.
At the same time, it is imperative to optimize the
operating processes of each machine, so as to
combine "special" designs with competitive pricing;
to achieve this, each machine must go through
“standardization”, an accurate engineering process
that enables even small companies to “industrialize”
the process and – starting from one “basic model”
– develop performing solutions for different industries and operations. ■
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EUMABOIS
Eumabois at Xylexpo 2016
Xylexpo was held from 24 to 28 May 2016 in
Milan at the fieramilano expo center. It was a
major event for industry professionals in the woodworking technology business.
For the first time in Italy, Eumabois decided to
organize a collective area in collaboration with
fieramilano for the exhibitions supported by the
Federation.
The initiative was very helpful for all the organizers
involved, who could distribute their promotion
brochures inside the area. The meeting area
hosted several meetings and visitors could find
all information and materials about the most important international exhibitions at one stand.
Once again, the Eumabois collective area has
proved to be an effective marketing tool for the
European association, that will implement similar
initiatives in the future, for sure at Ligna 2017, but
possibly also in other locations in the medium
term. ■
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abroad. At the last event in 2014, 50 percent of
all visitors were sole decision-makers in their
companies. One in three of the 500 suppliers
here comes from outside Austria; and the trend is
growing.
Holz&Bau, the trade show for joiners and carpenters is already in its third year and will be held
simultaneously with the International wood fair.
Everything needed for "timber construction" is
presented on an exhibition space of 11,000 m2.
The exhibits range from the latest hand-held machines and timber construction software, to timber
construction systems, wood materials, joining techniques and literature on timber; technical and
vocational schools present their courses and curricula. ■

NEWS

LEITZ
Jürgen Köppel new spokesman

COMPANIES

COMPANIES

Giardina Group: success at Xylexpo

An unforgettable Xylexpo for Salvador

From next September 1 Jürgen Köppel (53) has
been appointed new head of the Executive Board
of Leitz GmbH & Co. KG with headquarters in
Oberkochen. Alessandro Telesio (59 years old)
leaves the company after leading the group for
over three years. Koppel was responsible for
sales, service and marketing (CSO) of Homag
Group AG (Schopfloch) since 2009 and, previously,
from 2004 he was managing director of Brandt
Kantentechnik GmbH (Lemgo), with a leading
role in the industry of woodworking and woodbased materials. From 2000 to 2004 he led the
sales and application technology of Drehmaschinen
Gildemeister GmbH in Bielefeld, while from 1994
to 2000 he held various leading roles at Leico
GmbH & Co. the manufacturer of machine tools
based in Ahlen. In twelve years of German air
force service, Koppel has a degree in aerospace
engineering and a master's degree in business
administration. In addition to the office of spokesman for the Governing Leitz, Koppel will also be
responsible for marketing and sales activities.
Together with colleagues Georg Hanrath, Robert
Lukassen and Michael Voss will define the strategies of the Leitz Group and consolidate the global
leadership in the field of precision tools for the
woodworking and plastics industry. ■

Once again, Giardina Finishing and Mauri
Macchine showed the best of their technology at
the 25th edition of Xylexpo, from 24 to 28 May at
Fiera Milano-Rho. The stand in hall 3 displayed
most of the group's technological portfolio over a
400-square-meter surface. Three solutions for
panel coating are shown, all flagship products by
Giardina: in the forefront, the “Dualtech 601” spraying machine, few steps away, a fully working
line to show the brand’s expertise in high-gloss
roller coating, consisting of a laser roller coater
“G02/05 Glossy” with vacuum system, distension
section, and the vacuum UV oven “Gst 1401/2
Glossy”. Giardina also exhibited UV oven with
Led lamps, the staining machine “Mini flow-line”
and the spraying machine “GS4 Syntech” with
paint recycling belt. For door coating Mauri Macchine presented the latest generation of “RBP”
robot, a solution designed for just-in-time operations.Mauri Macchine is extending its profile
coating and finishing portfolio with a new concept
of spraying machine, specifically designed to respond to new developments on several markets
looking for affordable investments combined with
a high quality of equipment and, most of all, coatings. “Xylexpo comes right on time for us”, said
Giampiero Mauri, president of Giardina Finishing
and Mauri Macchine, before the exhibition. “We
have been working together for five years and
2015 was an important year with significant
growth rates. Giardina alone exceeded 11 million
euro revenues, even beyond our own expectations...Now, as I said, it's time for us to prepare
to grow further, and I am confident that Xylexpo
will help, allowing us to show what we have become, what we can do together". ■

“We arrived at Xylexpo extremely confident, but
we never imagined it would be such a positive
experience and important for our company."
Christian Salvador has no doubt in commenting
on the results of the XXV edition of the biennial of
technologies for wood processing, held in Milan
from 24 to 28 May. "We had a number of contacts
at least twice the previous edition − added Salvador − and the strong feeling that many may
turn into orders." A confirmation of the performances
done in recent years is also the conquest − after
the award on communication at Xylexpo 2014
and the "Gold Medal" at Drema in Poznan in 2015
− of the third prize for innovation, the XIA-Xylexpo Innovation Awards highlighting the technological evolution of “Superangle 600 ALL
IN-1”, a successful machine, made even more
versatile by adopting a new software “Salvawood”
and measures which allow not only to rapidly and
easily cut wooden elements at different angles,
but also to drill, thanks to the respective groups
designed and developed for applications in the
sofa’s furniture industry, for which Salvador is
already imagining many other uses. In a nutshell,
we can say that the drilling group, positioned
before the blade, allows for a perpendicular drilling
of the pieces with diameters between 6 and 16
mm, suited for the application and/or integration
of accessories or hardware in the manufacturing
of increasingly complex sofas. The machine commands four axes overall, offering the possibility of
working on two boards simultaneously. Equipped
with a separate and independent cells chain
loader, in addition to a buffer unloader, the new
version of the “Superangle” will be able to work
without the operator’s intervention, substantially

XYLON INTERNATIONAL

increasing the productivity. Grouping three different
operations (cutting, drilling, automation) that until
now were performed by three different machines
will therefore allow, apart from high savings on
labor costs, to significantly increase the automation
level, to rationalize the logistics and to digitize
operations that couldn’t be managed at a flow
level before.
At Xylexpo this complex project, which has marked
the latest Salvador season, was completed with a
new, important development: “Everything we have
achieved on many levels in the last years, even
though we are a small company, is now completed at an industrial level – announced Christian
Salvador – with the strategic choice to shortly
launch a new production facility entirely dedicated
to the production of “entry level” machines, a
part of our production which in recent times has
seen a growing demand and which, at the same
time, allows us to structure a more “industrial”,
serial process....”.It is therefore an important Xylexpo edition for Salvador, a “small” company that
understood that it is necessary to “think big”, by
creating opportunities, projects, strategies that
will allow to continue the prestigious recent years
growth. “We are certain that this good Xylexpo
edition which will allow us – as we already declared – to collect results from the Italian market,
which undoubtedly became more attentive to
the investments in structural goods, thanks to
the macroeconomic incentives recently implemented by the national government”, concluded
Salvador. “Not to mention that the return of all
world’s most important competitors allowed “our”
exhibition to be once again an important world
supply showcase”. ■

WEINIG GROUP

COMPANIES

Successful trade fair in Milan

Hema opens new plant in Italy

Weinig returns from the specialist wood trade
fair Xylexpo in Milan with good results. 71 wood
processing machines and systems were sold
Group-wide. This means a strong improvement,
compared to the last Xylexpo two years ago. In
Milan, the Weinig Group presented its flagship
models, new developments and innovations on
an area of 600 sqm. Solutions covering the entire
value chain were in demand.
The business unit Panel Processing, represented
by Holz-Her, strengthened its position in this
segment impressively. The innovations in the solid
wood sector proved to be precisely tailored to
the needs of the market. Attention was focused
mainly on the topics of connectivity and automation.
The world market leader Weinig benefited from
its unique competence as a complete provider.
Xylexpo 2016 saw about 14 percent more professional visitors than the last fair - a clear upward
trend. The good response was reassuring for the
Weinig Group, which traditionally has close ties
to the southern European markets. In the past
years, the traditional Xylexpo trade fair had to
cope with a strong downturn.
Many market leaders from the wood industry and
woodworking segment had not attended the
world’s second largest sector trade fair, but came
back again this year. Weinig, however, remained
loyal to the fair even in hard times.
At a ceremony, Acimall (the association of Italian
manufacturers of wood processing machines)
honored the company from Tauberbischofsheim
for its 25th participation since the fair’s foundation
50 years ago. ■

Hema Sefra, common subsidiary of
Hema-und Maschinen GmbH Apparateschutz Sefra
and Italy, Hema
partners in Italy,
opened a new manufacturing plant in
Sant’Agostino, near
Bologna. Former
company's plant
was seriously damaged by an earthquake just a year after the
start of production. Hema Sefra Italia srl was
formed in July 2011 with Italian and German
capital. Only a year after the start of production,
however, a series of earthquakes hit part of Emilia
Romagna including the province of Ferrara. On
that occasion, also the property of Hema Sefra
has suffered heavy damage and temporary transferred the production elsewhere.
Thanks to the support of regional funds, in September 2013 began the construction of the new
manufacturing plant in Sant’Agostino, for which it
is finally arrived the inauguration.
While for the area dedicated to the offices was
used the classic reinforced concrete, in the production area, the architects aimed for a modern
elastic metal structure. The new anti-seismic building has an area of 2650 square meters and
meets the current standards for energy efficiency.
The new building was inaugurated by Walter
Steffen, director of Hema Deutschland, Stefano
Tolomelli, Ceo of Hema Sefra, and Fabrizio
Toselli, Mayor of Sant’Agostino.
Hema Sefra Italy produces bellows, protective
covers as well as mechanical components and
protection systems for machine tools. Currently in
the new production plant in Sant’Agostino are
working 24 people. ■
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XYLEXPO

GOOD XYLEXPO, BETTER MARKET!
motion with the rotation of its support, optimizing
the efficiency of operations and the final result”.
THE 25TH EDITION
The recent edition also celebrated the 25th anniversary of the exhibition, a long story started
in 1968 that was reviewed and celebrated during
“The Night of Xylexpo”.
During the gala evening, the companies that attended the first and this year’s exhibition were offered a reproduction of the original catalog page
with their name (dating back to 1968). A sort of
bridge spanning twenty-five editions and involving
as many as 44 companies (the full list of companies is available on Xylon July-August issue at
page 17).

Xylexpo reaffirmed its role of reference event for
woodworking technology: the 25th edition from
24 to 28 May closed with largely positive figures:
17,415 visitors attended the event, with a 14.2
percent increase compared to two years ago.
Excellent results for international visitors with
5,070 operators, i.e. 29.1 percent of total attendance, up by 9.3 percent from 2014.
Even better for Italy: 12, 345 industry professionals
came to FieraMilano-Rho from all over the country,
as much as 16.3 percent more than in 2014 and
70.9 percent of all visitors.
441 exhibitors (122 from 29 Paesi) covered a
surface of 29,189 square meters, an increase
by over two thousand square meters compared
to 2014.
The recent edition was clearly supported by a
rallying domestic market as well as by an organization that has worked hard to create a “smooth”
event, where everyone could find answers to
their needs as exhibitors or visitors.
Such commitment was combined with clarity: for
the second edition, organizers have counted “heads” instead of “visits”, real people instead of accesses, which were 41 thousand in five days. Europe was by far the main region of origin, with a
70.8 percent share of professional visitors, followed
by Asia (including Russia and Turkey) with 19.2
percent, Americas (6 percent), Africa (3 percent)
and Oceania (1 percent).
INNOVATION
Once again the exhibition was a showcase of innovation. Such role was reaffirmed by the second
edition of XIA-Xylexpo Innovation Awards, assigned to exhibitors who offered innovative products
and systems to the visiting audience. The jury
(comprised of Stefano Berti, CNR research director at Ivalsa in Sesto Fiorentino; Franco Bulian,
deputy manager at Catas; Felice Ragazzo, professor at La Sapienza University in Rome; Frieder
Scholz, professor at the Hochschule Rosenheim
- University of Applied Sciences, and Roberto
Zanuttini, Università degli Studi in Turin) selected
three winners in each category.
In the “Primary operation and solid wood processing” category, the first prize went to Griggio
from Reschigliano di Campodarsego (Padua) for
“Unica Safe”, a blade retraction system with 5millisecond reaction time, sensitive to human
body conductivity for the effective prevention of
accidents and injuries.
The justification states: “A significant concept
for operator safety, applying more efficient alternatives to previous similar solutions, specifically
designed for small and medium businesses”.
The second place was assigned to Imal from
San Damaso (Modena) for “Fbc200”, a blister
classifier designed to detect defects in different
types of panels, especially particleboard, Mdf

and Osb. The justification: “Enhancement of an
existing solution offering higher performance:
expanded detection area, monitoring resolution,
self-teaching".
At number three, “Superangle 600” by Salvador
from San Vendemiano (Treviso), a line for the production of sofas that integrates cutting, beveling
and boring operations. The justification: “In sofa
production, an effective integration of optimization,
bevel cutting and drilling operations, so far separated, controlled through very flexible software”.

ACIMALL’S FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY
The same gala evening – with over five-hundred
people attending, including exhibitors, industry
representative and media – also offered memories
and celebrations for another major anniversary,
the fiftieth anniversary of Acimall, the Confindustria association that represents Italian woodworking technology manufacturers, founded in
Milan on January 29, 1966, in the office of notary
Pietro Villa. Two memory plaques were presented
for two members of the original board, Adriano
Aureli and Egidio Sueri, and recognition plaques
were offered to all Acimall past presidents.
Memory plaques were presented for Valdo Gabbiani (president from 1966 to 1969), Giovanni
Stefani (1969-1972 and 1975-1978) and Umberto

In the “Panel processing” category, the first
prize went to Scm Group from Rimini for the Stefani-branded edgebanding solution “J-Shape”,
a softforming process for complex surfaces. The
justification: “It gives an excellent response to
market requirements for the edgebanding of
ergonomic profiles within a small footprint, using
polyurethane glues for applications involving
narrow radii and thick edges”.
At number two, Biesse Group from Pesaro for
their “Heat Control System” device to monitor
the temperature of glue spread onto a panel
before applying the edge. The justification states:
“The device allows to measure temperature in
spots far from the application area, to support
the proper adjustment of process parameters”.
At number three, Metal World from Pavia di
Udine for “Turbo System”, a device to clean
surfaces during milling operations. Justification:
“The turbulence generated by compressed air
ensures the effective elimination of processing
scraps”.
The jury members also gave a special mention to
German Baumer Inspection for “Colour Brain
Size”, a modular measurement system with highprecision optical control to check processed panels.
In the “Finishing” section, the first prize went to
Cefla from Imola for “iGiottoApp X2”, a pair of
articulated robots for automated surface coating,
also for non-flat surfaces.
Justification: “Successful integration of mechanical
and IT components to handle a continuous flow
of parts in random positions, featuring a high
level of operating freedom and robot interaction
within a common area, with consequently high
productivity”.
At number two again Biesse Group from Pesaro
with “Opera R”, a Viet technology for unconventional automated sanding operations on 3D parts.
The justification: “Effective application of robot
technology to sanding and surface finishing,
designed to fill the gaps of manual processes”.
At number three, Emc from Imola for “R-Evo”, a
sanding machine for multi-directional superfinishing
with rotary system. Justification: “An advanced
system that effectively integrates the belt’s cyclic
XYLON INTERNATIONAL
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XYLEXPO AT “MADE” IN 2017
Xylexpo will have its own “subsidiary” at
Made, Milano Architettura Design Edilizia,
the international exhibition of construction,
architecture and design to be held at
FieraMilano-Rho next March 8-11, 2017.
The main focus will be on solutions for
windows, but there will be also be all the
technologies and machines for timber
constructions.
The agreement opens up the doors to the
creation of a space that complements the
Made product categories, while creating
a new opportunity for woodworking technology designed for the so-called “building
envelope” to show the huge progress made
in recent years.

Nobile (1972-1974). Past presidents Sergio Muratori (1974-1975), Lazzaro Cremona (19781990), Adriano Aureli (1990-1996), Gianni Ghizzoni (1996-2000), Giancarlo Anselmi (20002002), Luciano Costa (2002-2004) and Ambrogio
Delachi (2004-2013) were also awarded with a
plaque.

www.xylexpo.com
www.acimalll.com

FOCUS

u.s.a.

interviews
OUT TO CONQUER AMERICA BY FOCUSING ON QUALITY
The representatives of Made-in-Italy are getting
ready for exhibitions across the Atlantic with
a portfolio of new products and solutions
designed for a more and more demanding
market, starting from surface finishing.

The exhibition calendar in the US market –
including “IWF-International Woodworking Fair”
in Atlanta from 24 to 27 August, and “TP&EETimber Processing and Energy Expo” in Portland from 28 to 30 September – is an opportunity
for made-in-Italy companies to maximize their visibility in the United States of America, one of the
most promising regions on a global scale, experiencing post-crisis recovery since 2008. The
market is looking for high-quality coatings and
finishing and technology vendors are responding
with products featuring high levels of innovation
and performance.

Cefla Finishing, Brent Warren,
National Sales Manager
“My team and I are very excited
about ‘IWF 2016’ because the
show comes in the middle of a
strong market driven by customers eager to improve quality,
Brent Warren.
enhance productivity and maximize their equipment investments.
We expect to welcome many customers looking
for the newest advancements in technology and
automation.

Cefla is the market leader in innovations from
‘Inert/Fusion Coating Technology’ to ‘Pixart digital
printer’, as well as the latest in automated spray
and roller coating technologies, which include
new “CFS Compact Flooring System”, two spraying
machines, ‘Mito K’ and ‘Easy’, and the ‘PF/VL
Curing Oven’.
We have tailored our booth to appeal to many different kinds of customers who are eager to talk to
us and see what our products can do for their
companies. Customer will have the opportunity
to see firsthand machines demos on all of our technologies and learn more about it from our
product engineers”.
www.ceflafinishinggroup.com

Italpresse, Alberto Sala,
Sales Manager
With significant R&D investments, Italpresse has grown
into a world-class press manufacturer and a global leader in
Alberto Sala..
pressing technology. With an
extensive portfolio of pressing lines, Italpresse
Usa is duly positioned to achieve even larger
market shares in the North American market. The
development of pressing lines designed for lean
manufacturing enables customers to implement
high-efficiency pressing operations for individual
batches, which translates into lower labor costs
by produced unit.
Consistent demands from the US manufacturing
industry, the request for a lean approach and the

great appreciation for made-in-Italy solutions have
helped Italpresse achieve a leading position
among the top vendors of pressing lines in the
United States.
At “IWF 2016” Italpresse is exhibiting a batchone pressing line “Mark/C Scanner” for veneer
lamination on high-end office furniture.
www.italpresse.com

Giardina Finishing, Stefano Tibè,
Sales Director
The American market is looking
for high standards in terms of
strength and reliability. The plants
must be easy to maintain, intuitive to operate, flexible, and
Stefano
Tibè.
most of all offer high production
capacity. And of course, a plant
must offer extensive options for customization, so
as to achieve an ideal solution for the specific requirements of any customer.
For Giardina, this translates into the deployment
of spraying machines with enhanced overspray
and airflow control; wider belt conveyors ensuring
the best product recycling efficiency; mechanical
solutions offering easy plant cleaning; and most
of all, next-generation operator interfaces, helping operators of all origins become familiar with
the machine functions and offering the possibility
to interface with production data management
tools.

ICA Group, Alessandro Bascelli,
Export Manager
A key differentiator for Ica, and
in general for Italian companies
addressing the American market,
is the capacity to offer high
Alessandro
levels of product customization.
Bascelli.
Furthermore, the most interesting
target for us is companies with
a focus on design and finishing trends, combined with great attention for innovation in terms
of product performance. ocusi We are showing
to American customers that one-component
water-borne coatings, for instance, have made
giant steps in recent times, achieving the same
chemical resistance as solvent-based polyurethane
products. We are at the leading edge also for
two-component water-based products, and water-based UV paints, whereby the latter technology
is constantly developing.
www.icaspa.com

www.giardinagroup.com

by Olivia Rabbi

MAKOR

GIPLAST GROUP

“PUTTY LINE” AND “ROBOSPRAY TWIN”

QUALITY, SERVICE AND INNOVATION

New UV “Putty Line” by Makor is the extruding
system to correct the defects. A need felt by manufacturers of profiles is to recover the maximum
amount of wood with defects (knots on profiles,
finger joint, etc.) to the point of using a large
number of people with high running costs. Makor
has found the solution to this problem with the
new extruding system. A special application head
can use either water-based or UV fillers. It is able
to repair the defects of wood adapting to the
needs of the customer and of the subsequent finishing cycles required. The special feature of
this system is to act even on extremely difficult
defects and use a small amount of material
applied only where needed, without unnecessary
waste. “Robospray Twin”, ideal for spray finishing,
combines productivity with quality and flexibility,
demands increasingly felt in the world of finishing
for the coating of curved flat elements, concave
or convex. The “Twin” project is an evolution of
“Robospray” project, where first Makor has added
to the painting robot the anthropomorphic arm technology on machines that work in continuous.
The “Twin” project has added an oscillating station
on the painting booth in order to coat the edges
and the raised parts with the anthropomorphic
arm and the flat parts using the oscillating station.
The system has dual operation modes, with stationary workpiece, for complex curved concave
and convex parts, and passing operation for high
production of flat components such as doors,
furniture doors, etc. The “Twin” version presents
the innovative 3D reading system. The “Robospray
Twin”is having considerable success among the
worldwide customers, as turned out to be a truly
innovation in the coating cycle. The machine can
be equipped with several options.
www.makor.it
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A global leader in its sector, the Italian company
Giplast Group has always based its philosophy
on the concept of integration among quality,
service and innovation. Attentive supporter of
the Italian taste, it proposes edges in Abs and
Pvc, distinguishable for their application, mechanical and resistance characteristics. For
about 40 years Giplast Group has been offering
the newest trends and skillfully combining the
artisan tradition of the “Made in Italy” with the
modern technologies, by realizing esthetically
perfect and of really high quality edges. All the
studies carried out on décors, finishings and
materials, as well as the particular ability to understand the request of a market, have allowed
Giplast Group to build, over the time, strong
relationships of trust and exchange with the
most important panel producers in the world.
Every year the company matches more than
1600 colours and updates the “Express Collections”, the series of profiles always available
on stock. From the High Matt to the Extra
Glossy, from the Metal to the Materic Stone,
this new vision of “Living the present” has encouraged the Giplast to implement its assortment with a wide range of edges in Abs
which could faithfully reproduce the original
materials. Moreover, in order to satisfy the latest
market needs, the group Giplast has commercialized “G Tech”, the new edge for application with “Airforce” technology by Biesse,
Laser and Infrared. Designed to be compatible
with all the edgebanding machines currently
available on the market, this new edge family
ensures a perfect and “invisible” union with
the panel, an absolute adherence and an
www.giplast.it
optimal sealing.

u.s.a.
SCM

MORBIDELLI

“ACCORD 40 FX”

THE REVOLUTION IN CNC EDGEBANDING

Scm “Accord 40 FX” is the machining
centre for the production of windows, doors,
stairs, solid wood parts and for all those processes that require high level machining,
while maintaining high standards in terms of
precision and finish quality. The machine is
equipped with the ultimate technology available on Scm “Accord FX” machining centers:
“Matic”, the fully automated worktable, with
direct transmission system and independent
drive units, managed directly by the machine’s
“Xilog Maestro” software. It allows complete
set-up in maximum 5 seconds; “Prisma”, 5axis machining head with robust and powerful
“High-Torque” electro spindle; it guarantees
maximum strength during routing operations
and provides top finishing quality also with
high stock removal; “BRC”, machining unit
for cutting, routing and boring both vertically
and horizontally, without needing a tool changer. Fast and precise, all additional machining
operations are carried out with a single aggregate. And yet “Mach 5”, Shuttle for rapid
tool change. It enables tool change in just 5
seconds (wood-wood) reducing down time
to a minimum during the processing cycle;
“TRC 48”, tool store with 48 stations and
“Pro-Speed”, safety system with horizontal
photocells and new bumpers on the mobile
protection, allowing maximum accessibility
to the work table and safety for the operator
in the work piece loading/ unloading operations, whilst maximum speed and productivity
are reached during machining.
www.scmgroup.com

Morbidelli presents a world exclusive: the latest
edgebanding unit, installed on the “Planet P800”.
The new unit optimises profiling and edgebanding
operations of the most disparate types of edgings
in the same program. The new device, revolutionary
in its sector, installed on a boring, routing and edgebanding centre, allows for the automatic change
of the pressure and guarantees the fast and easy
application of plastic and wood edgings, as well
as softforming machining operations, thanks to
the “Maestro Edge” software, which optimises
all the machining phases and guarantees maximum
productivity levels. The pressure system can be
replaced during machining, without stopping the
machine, to load the most suitable system for the
type of edging being applied or shape being
executed. Even wooden or softforming edging,
which are notoriously difficult to manage on a
workcentre and that used to require manual ope-

rations or special machines, can be handled with
superior machining performance levels and time
savings. The possibility of profiling minimum radiuses also inside the workpiece at high quality
levels render “Planet P800”, the highest performing
workcentre on the market.
Additional technological pluses of the “Planet
P800”: 5 times more productive with the “Matic“
worktables that require setup times of 4” to switch
between machining operations; zero limits to the
shapes that can be machined with the routing
solutions with 4 and 5 independent and interpo-

IMAL PAL GROUP
IWF PREVIEW
Some exciting developments in North America
as the latest Imal-Pal
Group innovative technologies are successfully installed. They include the first “Dynasteam” system in a
particleboard plant,
which injects dry steam
into the mat prior to the
continuous press, without creating condensation
spots and facilitating increase in line speeds by
up to 25 percent and beyond. The Imal Hi-Pressure Resination system, also in particleboard
plants, resulting in resin savings in excess of 10
percent. For those board plants utilizing a continuous press we have sold additional “Imal
Psd400” (press security device) systems. They
have installed a number of the “Imal Fbc200”
(Full bond/blister classifier) with more in the
pipeline. This device provides for 100 percent
coverage of each panel. This technology supersedes the individual channel systems that are typically only capable of scanning a maximum of
35 percent of each panel. New to pellet manufacture is the “DynaPelletPress” a range of pellet
presses with capacities from 4 to 12 tons per
hour. With regard to wood preparation, over twenty
“Globus Evo4” knife ring flakers with wobble
spreader disks have been sold worldwide over
the last six months. From Pal the continued focus
on innovation and development has led to the
creation of “new cleaning tower”, the fundamental
principle of which is to remove all pollutants from
the process material by exploiting height and
gravity, hence reducing the number of conveyors
required. Imal Pal at Iwf 2016, Building A
Exhibit Hall Level- Stand 2349.
www.imalpal.com
XYLON INTERNATIONAL
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lating axes with continuous 360° rotation.
The production costs are lowered by
20 percent, with the 10 and 18 positions
magazines installed directly on the machine; zero compromises in the application of edgings with different thicknesses on the same panel. The edging
feed system automatically and effectively
adjusts to all edging thicknesses; zero
defects, perfect edgebanding on complex profiles with the new gluing unit. The
numerical control “Z” axis allows for the adjustment
of the lower projection of the edging in relation to
the worktable to centre it in relation to the panel,
for example, to use dust edgings. The automatic
adjustment of the height of the edgings feed
system reduces unproductive times to zero, machining in batch 1. Utmost flexibility is ensured
by the edgings magazine that can hold up to 12
different edgings.

www.scmgroup.com

ZAFFARONI

CMA ROBOTICS

MULTI-RIP CUTTING OF PANELS

ANTHROPOMORPHIC ROBOTS

Zaffaroni company of Turate (Como-Italy) also
this year has renewed its range of products
dedicated to the American market. The opportunity was ideal for presenting to the panel processing world the latest company news. Starting
from the famous multi-blade for cutting panels
series "MLS" with a new design and then enriched with a new optional splinterguard device,
the company has also presented the brand
new carpet-feeding system for short pieces on
the series "MSR TR" for cutting or milling of panels or elements in the transverse direction. So
the innovative working process possible on the
same series "MSR", that solves the multi-blade
cutting of bilaminates elements also thanks to
the presence of additional shaft dedicated to
the engraving tools. Not less important is also
the innovative use of "MSR+2CV" for the milling
of panels with the possibility of realization of
the junctions at the ends as needed for decorative panels as false ceilings and wall cladding.
To complete this series of innovations, the company also signals the recent renewal of the
series of work centers "STM" dedicated to the
"folding" technology. The new series machines
adopt for some time now, long axes with linear
motors that ensure reliability, precision and repeatability of positioning extremely close tolerances.
www.zaffaroni.com

Cma Robotics spa
was founded in
1994 and since then
it has grown to be
one of the most important Italian companies in the production of anthropomorphic robots
for painting application, with specific application any kind of material. Over the years they have developed some
specific automatic system solutions for windows
and doors, for furniture parts, etc. Cma used their
experience and the expertise of their technical
department in the field of optical recognition and
programming to elaborate new global solutions
that allow customers to gain a competitive edge
in their specific market. Thanks to the experience
and their work in the field of painting, they have
developed a complete array of specific options
that they can supply to their customers, giving
them very powerful tools to increase efficiency.
This is due to the fact that being producer of their
own robots and managing software they have
the capacity to adapt their product to the specific
needs of the customers. The flexibility is extended
to their programming system where together with
the traditional point to point system they can offer
self-learning and automatic recognition and programming. Self Learning Programming: the
operator guides the robot manually, via a joystick,
through a complete spraying cycle on a sample
piece. The control computer stores all the paths
and commands and can then repeat them faithfully
at the desired speed. This learning method makes
the use of the robot extremely simple because,
while the sample piece is made, the program to
be stored can be checked and any errors can be
rectified easily. It is therefore very useful to spray
complex-shaped pieces.
www.cmarobot.com

ALIPRANDI
TOOLS FOR ALL USES
Aliprandi snc is an Italian firm with a long experience in the field of tools for wood working,
luminium and plastic, and produces tools either
in solid carbide or carbide tipped.
The standard range of products, results of
many year experience in search and production,
includes: straight router bits, drills and boring
bits, diamond routers and drills, solid carbide
spiral milling cutters, bits with reversible knives,
chucks and collets, profiling and trimming bits,
Tct knives. The Aliprandi production includes
also special tools, on the base of particular
requests of each customer. Besides wood field,
in the last years the Aliprandi turns its production
also to the tools for plastic and aluminium materials, because of the combining between this
field with the wood: for this use, the Aliprandi
produces standard and special tools with par-

ticular geometries for the best finishing on
plastic and aluminium. The latest news included
in their range of tools is the construction of
polycrystalline diamond tools, both in standard and special types on request of the customer, built with Cnc machines of the latest
generation The service and the performance
offered go together to the commitment to
search high quality materials and more advanced solutions with technological machinery, in
order to assure good products able to solve
and satisfy every working needs.
www.aliprandi.it

BIGONDRY
U.S.A. MARKET FOR BIGONDRY
BigonDry will be present as exhibitor to the next
wood show’s appointments in USA, IWF Atlanta
(24-27 August) and Timber Processing & Energy
Expo a Portland (28-30 September) where it will
show their Wood Thermo Modification kilns
with a particular attention of eco-sustainability,
with plants eco-friendly. Their strength is “Thw”
plants.”Thw” is an advanced technology and flexible kiln and it can be used as Kiln Dry, Steamer,
ISPM-15 Heat Treatment kiln and Wood Thermo
Modification Kiln at high temperature up to 230°
C. This process ensures color, durability and high
stability to the wood. Furthermore, wood do not
absorb water and humidity any more, remove the
possibility of insect and fungal infestation and
obtain a dark color, uniform in all the thickness.
The wood thermo-modification is a totally ecofriendly product, because of any type of chemical

substances is applied. The new trend is the use
of “Thw” plant to modify a wood in “old wood”:
this treatment happens with high temperature,
over 100°C, in condition of saturated steam.
The excellent result is the pleasant aspect of old
wood, where stands out the natural grain and the
deep color.
The focus is to reach the best result in the
workability of the wood and, in the same time,
better resistance and stability, with less natural
tensions and the elimination of the resins.
www.bigondry.com

u.s.a.
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GIARDINA
BIESSE

SUCCESS THROUGH SIMPLICITY

INDUSTRY 4.0 IS WITHIN EVERYONE’S REACH

What is Giardina? Giardina is Roll Coaters, Spray
Equipment, Curing and Drying Tunnels, Vacuum
Coaters, and much more. Giardina is a manufacturer with a long tradition of innovation and excellence within the applied coatings sector.
Who is Giardina? This is the more important question. It is the “who” that makes them very different
from others. They are a group of dedicated professionals with a deeply committed focus on
meaningful innovation and uncompromising customer service. They have more than 20 years of
continuous service in the US market and over 40
years of service in European markets to prove it.
At Giardina, engineered solutions are based on
the beauty of simplicity. Their philosophy of simplicity is demonstrated by their equipment’s
industry leading working life and low operating
costs. At Giardina are manufactured solutions in
an effort to foster long term strategic partnerships
with their customers. Simply put: for Giardina
“customers are the most valuable assets”. At this
year’s Iwf show Giardina is exhibiting the new
“Dualtech 501”, a refinement of their already

proven platforms. The “501” utilizes a militarygrade, extruded aluminum armature to lower reciprocating mass. The machine also boasts a
newly designed air flow dynamic and a wider
conveying surface. These additions serve to increase product transfer efficiency by enabling
the cabin to evacuate the overspray more efficiently,
while operating more cleanly and reducing the
service intervals required to properly maintain
the machine. All these additions focus on higher
quality product throughput, lower operating costs
and extending the profitable service life of this
machine.

Visit Biesse in booth #7153 at Iwf in Atlanta to
discover over 17,000sqft of technology and innovation. With an increase in booth space of
over 40 percent from our 2014 show, Biesse will
demonstrate solutions that combine the high
output numbers of the assembly chain with the
tailor-made value of artisan craftsmanship.
Get an up close look at Integrated systems,
with machinery for manufacturing panels and
solid wood, along with new software modules
which can simplify the management of even the
most complex and advanced large-scale technological solutions, as well as the operations
of small-medium-sized companies.
You will see exciting new technology like the revolutionary “Winstore” automation and management systems, panel saws with the patented
twin pusher technology, Viet’s “Opera R”, the
only automated solution for sanding of Mdf
doors with flat center panel as well as removal
of cross grain scratching of solidwood doors,

an innovative planing, sanding and brushing
line complete with robotic flipping device, Cnc
Routers with leading-edge technology, the
award winning AirForce Hot Air System that
delivers a zero-glue-line, drilling solutions, 5
Axis Machines, plus much more.

www.biesse.com

www.giardinagroup.com

BACCI
THREE INNOVATIVE MACHINES

During the next Atlanta IWF to be held from 24th till
28th August 2016 Bacci America (the American
subsidiary of Bacci Italy) is going to present two
new innovative machines for the cabinet industries
(model “Master.Pro” [1] and “Bmt.4Axis” [2]) and
also the superfast double heads cnc jig-less machining
centre with 12 axis for the solid wood furniture industry
(“Double.Jet”[3]). The Bacci “Master.Pro” fixed gantry,
moving tables Cnc router dual spindle, twin or triple
table 6-Axes Cnc Machining center for shaping and
sanding the outside profile of custom kitchen cabinet
doors; the first, best, and only Cnc pods and rails
machine for true, high volume (600 doors per shift! or
more with triple table!) Batch One processing of
custom cabinet doors. It provides improved operator
ergonomics, simplified ease of use and a dramatic
productivity increase. “Master.Pro” provides a dramatic
leap forward over the technology existing and available
in today market. “Master.Pro” triple table configuration
is Bacci’s entry finalist for the IWF 2016 Challengers
Award. Bacci Meter Tenon “BMT.4Axis” is the new
Bacci compact 4-axis Cnc machining centre for the
mass production of mitre, mortise and tenon of solid
wood and Mdf wrapped material kitchen doors cabinet
frames. “Double.Jet”12 axis Cnc machining centre,
patented, designed to machine and load automatically
different elements without the need of jigs. It can be
equipped with ergonomic hopperfeeds and with a
variable number of clamps according to the different
user’s needs. “Double.Jet” can be equipped with the
tested and appreciated Double Reference System
(patented) which allows to halve the set-up times,
since the operator only has to adjust one only set of
clamps to perform R.H and L.H. machinings. The
loading and unloading operations happen simultaneously (patented) in very rapid times (less than
5sec). Fully automatic positioning of the clamps (patented) allows to reduce furthermore the machine's
set-up time. Cycle times are extremely reduced (up
to an half) compared to all other machines on the
market; this thanks also to software “Pitagora”
(Bacci exclusive), which is very different from other
softwares that imitate its aspects but do not improve
as much productivity, nor programming time, nor setup time, nor collisions risks. Bacci's “Double.Jet”,
thanks to its many patents and to its powerful programming software “Pitagora”, does not have a real
competitor in the markets.
www.bacci.com
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Heat shrink clamping tool system.













Excellent concentricity between tool holder and cutter, less than 3 micron
Very
er
e high precision and high-level performance
High strength and high stiffness output clamping force
Quick insertion and extraction of the cutter
Longer tool holder life
Minor space required
Best solution for high speed machining

I.M.S. produces tool holders for wood, aluminium, plastic, shoes,
goldworking, dental, medical CNC machinery
ery
y.
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I.M.S. S.R.L
Industrial Machining Solutions
Via Vittorio Emanuele,105
12048 Sommariva Bosco (CN) Italy
Tel.
e +39 0172
0
54015
Fax +39 0172 54014
www.ims.eu - ims@ims.eu
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IMS USA LLC
110 Portwatch Way
Unit 103 - Wilmington
NC - 28412 - USA
Tel.
e (910) 796-204
796-2040
Fax (910) 796-2039
info@imsusanc.com
www.ims.eu
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IMS TECNICA INDUSTRIAL S.L.
CL GENERAL URRUTIA 75
   
 
Tel.+34675312467
e
info@imsiberica.es
www.imsiberica.es

MACHTECHSOLUTION S.R.O.
Oldřichova 247/5, Praha 2
nusle, 128 00 Czech Republic
Tel.
e 0042 0371121364
info@machtechsolution.cz
www.machtechsolution.cz

COMPANIES

BEAUTIFUL, STABLE,
DURABLE!
Increasing the economic and commercial value
of local European wood and reducing the consumption of tropical wood. Minimizing environmental impact, first of all through the use of innovative technology for wood heat treatment under
vacuum. And finally, a brand and a certification
that define the profile and features of a “new raw
material” with special properties of resistance
and durability to external agents.
These are the key topics of the “TV4Newood”
project, financed by the European Commission
with Eco Innovation Programme 2012 and coordinated by Wde-Maspell from Terni, Italy, specializing in the production of wood driers using
the vacuum technique. Launched in 2013 with a
final deadline on August 31 this year, the project
has achieved some tangible results that were
presented at the recent Xylexpo. One is the
creation of the “VacWood®” brand, combined
with the corresponding product certification, that
identifies thermovacuum treated wood.
The “VacWood®” brand currently applies to
seven wood species commonly found in Italy
and Europe: fir, spruce, maritime pine, ash, beech,
poplar and oak. There are three standard treatment
categories which have been designed to guarantee
the performance of the wood in line with the chemical and physical changes achieved due to the
rising temperature that is applied.The manufacturing of “VacWood®” relies on the use of high
temperatures in a vacuum environment, without
any chemical additives. The result is a material –
thermovacuum treated wood – with features such
as resistance to biological and weather agents,
dimensional stability, thermal insulation, pleasant

SMART COATING AND A “XIA” AWARD
The Wde-Maspell stand at the recent Xylexpo.

smell, mechanical strength, reduced moisture
content and wettability, uniform color across the
entire thickness, and finally, compatibility with the
environment as it is free of pollutants. But most of
all, it opens up the doors to effective and innovative
applications for common wood species, less valuable than tropical hardwoods. The core of the
process is the “TermoVuoto” technology patented
by Wde-Maspell. The process and finished product
were tested by Ecolwood, Cnr-Ivalsa and the
Uppsala University. Now it’s up to the market and
the development of applications for thermovacuum
wood, both as raw material and for innovative technology and applications. The positive impact
of the “TV4Newood” project can open new opportunities for forestry and the exploitation of
native raw material wood in the European territory.
The machine has started: within 2016, eight industrial plants are planned around the world,
with further expansion plans by 2018 involving
more countries and different application areas,
indoor and outdoor, furniture and parquet, shipbuilding and constructions. The project will be
further implemented in the coming years, said
Ernesto Guglielmo Pagnozzi, the owner of
Wde-Maspell, at the press conference during Xylexpo; this will be done by extending the process
to more wood species, by promoting “VacWood®”
products and by leveraging the business and
sales growth opportunities offered by the creation
of a “VacWood® Association” network that supports global diffusion.
by Olivia Rabbi

www.wde-maspell.com
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At Xylexpo 2016, Cefla Finishing presented
the latest generation of technology for woodbased surface coating using articulated robots. And they won the innovation prize...
They took part
in Xylexpo 2016
and came back
with a prize. At
the 25th biennial
exhibition of woodworking technology and
furniture industry
components,
Cefla Finishing
– a leader of
“made in Italy”
coating, decorating, digital
printing technology for wood and wood-based
materials – had the opportunity to present nextgeneration machinery and plants to an international
audience... and they also won the first prize of
the “Xia-Xylexpo Innovation Award” in the “Finishing” category, with the articulated robot
“iGiottoApp X2”, the latest version of their 6axis coating robot “iGiottoApp”. According to
the jury, the justification for the prize was the
“successful integration of mechanical and IT
components to handle a continuous flow of
parts in random positions, featuring a high level
of operating freedom and robot interaction within
a common area, with consequently high productivity”.
Achieving this result in a world-class event was a
great satisfaction for the group based in Imola,
Bologna. “We made long preparations for the
25th Xylexpo – says Alberto Maestri, Managing
Director at Cefla Finishing – For a long time now,
our company and our team have taken the
road of technological innovation, listening to
our customer, talking with our people, accurately
analyzing materials and processes to improve
the design and engineering of our machines.
As a result, today we are really proud to see
that our efforts and intensive teamwork have
been rewarded with this important recognition
in the field of innovative technology".
Flexibility and high performance are the successful
features of “iGiottoApp X2”. The possibility to leverage the potential of two articulated robots actually translates into double productivity compared to a single “iGiottoApp”: the two robots
can work in synch on identical parts, independently
on different parts, or in continuous mode on any
type of workpiece, mutually integrating each
other’s job without stopping the production flow.
But most of all, both robots can "invade" the other
robot's working area, supported by a specific
“3D anti-collision" function. The software that
controls the pair of robots has been completely
developed by Cefla to handle different working
approaches: stationary robot and pallet, continuous
oscillating (called “Roc” mode) or continuous
tracking. In continuous tracking mode, the robots
can work simultaneously on the same workpiece,
dramatically cutting machining time and achieving
a significant productivity increase.
"The transition from a “2D anti-collision” software,
well-tested with over 80 Cefla robots, to the
final “3D anti-collision” version" – explains
Alberto Maestri – "was the secret that allowed
us to fully exploit the potential of having two
robots working independently from each other,
switching from synchronous to asynchronous
operation with an automated robot control, requiring little skill from operators, who thanks to
this software can place products in the machine
with fewer constraints than those existing today."
The excellent performance of iGiottoApp X2 is
also helped by a carbon fiber conveyor belt with
a 5,600 mm workspace: nearly double the length
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of the iGiottoApp single version, a 70% increase
in productivity. In addition, “iGiottoApp X2” is designed to ensure the highest quality even when
working with complex surfaces, especially curved
parts, thanks to
the advanced
3D reading system used by
the software to
automatically
generate spraying trajectories,
without the need
to program them
manually. In Milan, Cefla also
presented the
“UV-R Led” industrial coating
equipment with
led curing from Phoseon Technology, a sustainable
wood finishing technique which uses up to thirty
percent less electricity than competing curing
methods. It has many advantages, in particular
for resinous wood (like pine) that is extremely
temperature-sensitive. Because LED is a cool
and efficient technology, it drastically reduces
energy consumption and significantly reduces
work-piece surface temperature.
At “Xylexpo”, innovation by Cefla was the subject
of a short movie about an exciting journey
across leading-edge solutions in the group’s manufacturing activity, a story that developed from
“Proximity Marketing” to “Building Automation”,
going through supermarkets, dentists and kitchen
sets. The final strong message of the movie was
“We are Cefla”, representing the teamwork and
membership spirit that distinguishes the story of
the company and its vocation for innovation. (o.r.)

www.ceflafinishinggroup.com

CEFLA AT IWF ATLANTA
Cefla Finishing North America is bringing
some of its most innovative products to the
2016 Iwf in Atlanta. They include the “Pixart
Plot” digital printer, new Inert/Fusion coating
technology, plus the “Cfs compact flooring
system”, two spraying machines, “Mito”
(single or dual-arm spray machine engineered for manufacturers who need greater
efficiency and flexibility for water and solvent
based materials, adhesives and all types of
subsrates),“Easy” (two-arm oscillating spray
machine for all types of finishes, coating
and materials) and the “PF/VL” curing oven.
Live demonstration of the “Pixart Plot” at the
Iwf Show will reflect large-size, high definition
printing with vivid dimensional images; no
compromise quality and resolution; plus
speed and flexibility with UV-cured inks for
use on all types of material. A new partnership between Cefla and Henkel has created
a cost-saving high-gloss finishing system
for melamine panels, and opens other possibilities for matte finishing. It combines Inert
Coating Technology by Sorbini with Henkel’s
“Technomelt Chs” UV Fusion Coating technology, an innovative hot melt coating that
offers the advantage of an immediate cure
with ultraviolet light. Cefla’s “CFS” (Compact
Flooring System) offers the capability to
sand up to four sides of your profile. It combines a roll-coating section for precise control
over coating thickness; a wiping unit that
brings out the best in your material; and adjustable UV lamps for fast curing. ir drying
cycles for special coats.
Get a chance to witness all the innovations
by Cefla Finishing at their stand 7553 in
Hall B.

COMPANIES

INNOVATION ON THE STAGE WITH MULTIMEDIA COMMUNICATIONS
The big installation of Scm Group – built around a dual real-virtual vision – guided Xylexpo visitors to the discovery of the new
generation of solutions created by the companies of the Rimini-based group. It’s a new approach to customer interaction.

from 2014. This result was driven by the
Wood Division, which exceeded 380 million
euro revenues with a 23 percent increase in
orders.Now, the next step at Scm is “Industry
4.0”: in Milan, they showcased “Easy & Responsive” technology with integrated solutions and modular cell systems, combining
sustainable investments and the possibility
to reconfigure the production flows in
order to meet the variability and customization
requirements of users for final products. The
group presented easy to program and re-

configure integrated cell systems, equipped with
advanced storage systems with compact footprint
and requiring less materials, less energy, less investments; automated cells with fast setup cycles
and user-friendly interaction accessible to nonskilled staff. An agile and reactive solution system,
ready for change and designed for competitive
“mass customization”. A taste of this new approach
to furniture manufacturing is the triennial European
project “Close to Customer” dedicated to “on
demand” furniture: involving Scm Group (as
project leader) and some ten international partners,

A stand covering over 2,600 square meters, designed
with a strong focus on multimedia and interactivity.
But most of all, a strong determination to preserve a
leading role on a national and international scale in
the woodworking technology business. With the
slogan “Strong Reasons Why”, the participation of
Scm Group at the recent “Xylexpo” was a major milestone in the expansion and industrial innovation
strategy, introducing the latest solutions addressed
to “Industry 4.0”. The initiative was successful, with
huge visitor flows and a gold prize at “XIA-Xylexpo
Innovation Awards”, assigned to the edgebanding
solution “J-Shape” by Stefani in the “Panel processing”
category, which “gives an excellent response to
market requirements for the edgebanding of ergonomic profiles within a small footprint, using
polyurethane glues for applications involving narrow
radii and thick edges”.
The commitment to a new brand image and multimedia communications shown by the Rimini-based
group at Xylexpo in Milan represents the technological
leadership of the company and their capacity to
present solutions to customers with an effective approach. In this respect, they are exploring new directions with interactive installations based on two huge
6x3.4 meter videowalls, allowing the group to show
a virtual version of some technological creations,
complementing the physical equipment displayed
inside the booth with digital product exploration and
immersive experience devices. This real/virtual combination has enhanced the perception of technological
details, even showing actual operation processes
that cannot be reproduced “live” and huge installations
that can hardly be exhibited at a trade fair.
As Gian Luca Fariselli, Corporate Communications
manager at Scm Group, explained, with 6k high-definition video and 3D animation, the machines were reproduced in life size with great accuracy: using an
iPad, visitors could “walk through” the machines and
take a close look at each detail of the machining process. The “virtualization” process will soon translate
into a reduction of energy consumption and environmental impact from product handling and transportation. “We are happy with this twenty-fifth edition of
Xylexpo: once again, it was a great opportunity for
us to reaffirm our global leadership, while promoting
our Italian origins”, said Luigi De Vito, Machinery
Division manager at Scm Group. “We wanted to
send out a strong signal to the market and support
the development of manufacturing technology, an
excellence recognized all over the world and a reference for the woodworking industry. For over 65
years we have been providing the largest and most
innovative portfolio of leading-edge solutions and
systems to process wood and other materials, such
as plastics and composites, and we want to keep
playing a leading role in this industry. We are confident that the contacts established at Xylexpo will
further expand our business, which has grown by
double digits in the first part of 2016, both for
orders and turnover, with an increasing trend in
cash flow as well". Such significant figures, De Vito
addes, continue the trend of 2015 which closed at
over 500 million euro revenues, up by 10 percent

this research initiative resulted into the development
of a work cell with automated process. The
initiative, tested at a shopping mall in Paderno
Dugnano (Milan) during the Salone del Mobile in
April, allowed customers to configure their own
piece of furniture in shape, color and type using
a dedicated app; then, Scm software and equipment (mainly the machining center Morbidelli
“Planet P800”) executed the process and delivered
the furniture within the time of a shopping session.
(o.r.)
www.scmgroup.com

Coated abrasives for any kind of surface
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THE “SMART FACTORY” SUCCESS
At Xylexpo, Biesse Group introduced new technology directly aiming for the Industry 4.0 revolution, just like recent steps
in their industrial expansion strategy, including the Uniteam acquisition.

A solid experience in the woodworking industry
(and not only) and new development targets to
expand the market scope. The starting point is
smart technology applications oriented to “Industry
4.0” processes. These were the key concepts
presented by Biesse Group at Xylexpo during a
press day attended by over fifty media. A major
result for the Pesar-based giant at the Milan exhibition, complemented by two prizes at the “XIAXylexpo Innovation Awards”, for the solutions with
the most innovative content exhibited in the Fieramilano halls. And most of all, tangible sales opportunities, witnessed by the 103 percent record
increase in orders collected during the exhibition
days, for a total value of 20.6 million euro.
Federico Broccoli, Biesse Wood Division Director/Sales-Subsidiaries Division Director, can hardly
conceal his satisfaction: “Such record level of
orders is an acknowledgement of Biesse's excellence also on the domestic market and indicates that our customers, whatever of their size,
are ready to enter a more advanced and efficient
industrial age, with Biesse as their partner”.
The analysis of data collected during the exhibition
is a positive signal not only for the group but for
the entire industry, helping map a market that is
constantly evolving. 40 percent of orders comes

from Italian companies, hard evidence of a recovery of the domestic market. the rest comes
from Europe (mainly France) and Asia. The difference is mostly cultural: 30 percent of Biesse technology purchased at the exhibition belong to
the so-called “Industria 4.0”, based on advanced,
automated, connected machinery, systems and
software, according to an innovative “smart factory” approach addressed to big manufacturers
as well as small handicraft businesses, with 4.0ready technology solutions that can be tailored to
the size and specific needs of each producer.
Over a 2 thousand square meter exhibition area,
Biesse displayed the next generation of technology
including integrated plants, panel and solid wood
processing equipment, new software modules
for simplified production process management.
“For us, the 4.0 Revolution is a promise to customers to provide "4.0 ready" technologies that
can bring them to the efficiency standards required to be competitive in an increasingly
global market – Broccoli continued – We are
spreading the culture of automation among our
customers, also small and medium ones, to
guide them to increased competitiveness".
The goal, added Raphaël Prati, Marketing and
Communications manager at Biesse Group, is
“to combine the big volumes of assembly chains

XYLON INTERNATIONAL

From left: Federico Broccoli, Wood Division director/Sales-Subsidiaries Division director, and Raphaël Prati,
Marketing and Communications manager, Biesse Group.

with the customization and value of handicraft,
In a world where customization and quality at
affordable costs are key factors for success”.
The factory becomes digital: “machines communicate with each other through automation
and software that can conceive, simulate the
construction and test a product even before it
is manufactured".
Biesse’s technology portfolio includes machines
and plants that can adapt to past, present and
future needs, through the increasing availability
of information. “It’s the Internet of Things (IoT),
which we have deployed through a pilot project
in collaboration with Accenture and Microsoft,
called “Machine Knowledge Center”, designed
for remote equipment control, scheduled maintenance and suggestions to the operator to optimize the production flow by exploiting the full
potential of machines”, said Paolo Tarchioni,
Innovation manager at Biesse Group, continuing
an innovation process started with bSuite and
bProcess. In the group’s vision, the software becomes an active part of the factory and, together
with machines, it defines and steers the production
process at each stage, adapting to all situations.
In the forefront at “Xylexpo” there was also the
100-percent acquisition by Biesse Group of the
Veneto-based company Uniteam, since 1991
specializing in the design and construction of
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multi-axis Nc machining centers for wood constructions, advanced material processing and
special applications from automotive to prototyping.
With this transition, Biesse is expanding the
product range by entering a strategic business
like timber structures, load-bearing beams and
facades, while complementing its portfolio of technology for plastic and composite materials.
For Uniteam, the merger into the Pesaro group is
an opportunity to get global visibility among worldclass market players.
Besides the exhibition, during Xylexpo 2016
Biesse Group also organized the concurrent event
“Inside Biesse Systems” at their showroom in
Pesaro, hosting over 160 companies from all over
the world, “... interested in experiencing the
technology and benefits of a complete integrated
line – Prati said – which was assembled on this
occasion at our headquarters, setting up a
smart factory based on leading-edge automation
and coordinated by native Biesse software”.
(o.r.)
www.biesse.com

MARKETS

A QUICK GLANCE AT SLOVENIA

A LOOK AT BULGARIA
Let's take a look at Bulgaria, home to several
promotion initiatives organized by Acimall, the
Confindustria association that represents the
Italian manufacturers of woodworking technology.
The most recent initiative was held at the end of
2015, with business-to-business meetings involving
Italian and local companies potentially interested
in the purchase of Italian technology. These technology days were organized with the key
support of the Sofia office of Ice-Italian Foreign
Trade Agency. The event was located in Plovdiv
and involved eight Italian companies: Incomac,
Ormamacchine, Pade, Masterwood, Bup Utensili,
Costa Levigatrici, Cefla and Imas Aeromeccanica.
The participating companies covered the entire
spectrum of the value chain.
The macroeconomic fundamentals of Bulgaria
are quite strong. Public debt amounts to 27
percent of Gdp, which recorded 3.1 percent
growth in December 2015; the Euro/Lev (local
currency) exchange rate is fixed. Figures provided
by the Ministry of Finance confirm that economic
recovery is mainly driven by export (up by 6.6
percent in January-September 2015, compared
to the same period of 2014). On the domestic
front, a significant contribution to recovery has
come from the improved capacity to receive European funds and a positive trend of unemployment, decreased to 9.8 percent. Domestic demand
is weak with a slight increase by 0.6 percent and
poverty indexes are still critical, with one quarter
of the population living in poor conditions. Average
wages in March 2015 was 450 euro. As to foreign
trade, the flows with Eu countries are growing:
Germany remains Bulgaria’s biggest trade partner,
followed by Italy with 2.8 billion euro exchange
value, higher than the trade flows with the Russian
Federation. The center-right government guided
by Mr. Borisov has won the latest local elections.
Such political stability offers ideal conditions to
carry on significant initiatives in the areas of
energy, banking and justice. In the energy sector,
the "Energy Law” has been recently passed, introducing new tariffs and generation from renewable
sources, as well as the creation of an energy security fund to reorganize the national energy company. It is worth noticing that renewable energy
sources cover 18 percent of total energy conFURNITURE EXPORT

sumption in the country, while the target fixed by
the European Union is 20 percent.
Bulgaria’s Chamber of Wood and Furniture provided us with key figures for the local wood industry.
The woodworking business accounts for 4 percent of the gross domestic product and employs
40,000 people approximately. Despite such small
dimensions, companies are strongly exportoriented and have qualified staff. The number of
active companies exceeds 4,000 according to
the latest census in 2013, with a stable trend
since 2008. The strong export focus is clearly
visible in the furniture business: from 2009 to
2014 there was a 142 percent increase from 262
million dollar to over 600 million. Another clear
trend is that such increase is consistent, with significant growth rates each year. Furniture is
mostly sold to the European Union, first of all Germany and Italy, followed by France and the United
Kingdom. The biggest export categories include
chairs and a significant volume of sofas and mattresses. Moving to timber and wood-based product
export, there has been a growing trend since
2009, with significant values (420 million dollar in
2014) and 112 percent growth over five years.
The most important destination markets are Turkey
and Greece, with 34 and 29 percent shares respectively. Italy’s share is also quite interesting at
12 percent. A major factor that is worth mentioning
when you talk about Bulgaria is the availability of
EU funds invested in technological modernization
and innovation, within the framework of the operating program "Innovation and Competitiveness".
During the B2B meetings organized by Acimall
and Ice, we had the opportunity to visit some
local companies that use Italian technology, such
as Colorado in Pazardjik and Archide in Sofia.
The massive use of EU funds has brought worldclass equipment to local companies, although
the potential market does not justify the full production capacity guaranteed by the installed machinery. This factor raises some doubts about
real market growth margins. The question is: after
the current equipment modernization wave, will
the domestic demand of finished product increase
accordingly? And once EU funds are no longer
available, will the technology-wood-furniture supply
chain be able to adapt to new market conditions?
For the time being, we cannot answer, but there are
clear immediate benefits for
our industry. As a matter of
fact, in 2015, Italian companies exported machinery
to Bulgaria for 10.2 million
euro, 45 percent more than
in 2014.
The year 2016 will be a major test and we will keep
you updated as usual.

Last September, the town of Celje hosted Mos, a
cross-industry exhibition that included an interesting
woodworking technology section. Acimall, the
Italian association of woodworking machinery
and tools manufacturers, took the opportunity to
collect impressions on a neighbor market that,
maybe because it is so close, is often overlooked.
The woodworking machinery industry in Slovenia is supported by large raw material resources,
with plant species that are very suitable to wood
industry applications. Local production is mainly
focused on the primary operation of timber and
the export of semifinished wood or logs. Furniture
production is concentrated in small and micro
companies (specialists of measure-made furniture).
The quality standards of local production are medium-low, with poor design content. The industrial
production of windows and prefab houses is
more developed, with some companies also working on an international scale.
Slovenia buys 95 percent of woodworking equipment. After the industry shrank due to the 2009
economic crisis, import started to grow again
only in 2014 (+24.5%) achieving a total value of
18 million euro.
Italy and Germany take turns as market leaders.
The range of products imported from Italy is
wider (in terms of pricing and technology) than
its main competitors, which opens up space even
at the low-end of the market, where Chinese products are emerging although they are still marginal
in quantity.
Wood is the most largely available raw material in
Slovenia, as the country’s territory is covered by
forest by 58.4 percent. The main species found
in forests are suitable for wood industry applications
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Source: Bulgarian Chamber of furniture and woodworking.
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(beech, oak, maple, spruce and fir).
Normally, harvesting does not exceed 60 percent
of the volume that might be collected according
to sustainable forest management plans. Potential
annual harvesting amounts to 6 million tons of
timber, including 54.2 percent of hardwood and
45.8 percent of softwood. The full exploitation of
potentially available resources is currently limited
by a number of factors, including inefficient forest
management, lack of forest roads and high harvesting and extraction costs, due to the high
fragmentation of properties.
As to wood products manufacturing, in Slovenia
there are approximately 920 companies in the
woodworking industry, employing 9,710 people
and generating a total turnover of 943 million
euro. In Slovenia there are already Italian companies, such as Fantoni Group, which invested in a
local production site in 2000, acquiring the local
semifinished materials producer Lesonit and modernizing their management and manufacturing.
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CONTACTS
PRODUCTION SYSTEMS
AND TECHNOLOGIES

Primary processing

ANGELO CREMONA spa
Viale Lombardia, 275 - I-20900 Monza (MI)
phone +39 02 660381 - fax +39 02 6603825
www.angelo-cremona.com
mailbox@angelo-cremona.com
Machinery and services for plywood and sliced
veneer production. Peeling lines, dryers,
presses and finishing lines; horizontal,
vertical and rotary slicers, press dryers and
clipping lines.

B.F.B. di Bortoluzzi Gualtiero & C. snc
V.le del Lavoro,27 Z.I. Paludi I-32010 Alpago (BL)
phone +39 0437 989208-685
fax +39 0437 989157
www.bfblegno.it - info@bfblegno.it
Machines and plants for primary and
secondary processing of wood: debarking,
cutting, selection and sorting of logs,
complete sawmill collection, sorting and
stacking of sawn timber, storage processing,
special processing of varius kinds of
semimachined products, production of wood
for carpentry, preparation and handling of
logs for plywood plants.

Secondary processing
SCM GROUP spa
BIESSE spa
Via della Meccanica, 16 - I-61122 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 439100 - fax +39 0721 453248
www.biesse.com - sales@biesse.it
The Biesse product line includes cnc work
centres, manual and automatic edgebanders,
squaring/edgebanding machines, panel sizing
centres, calibrating and sanding machines, routers, throughfeed boring and inserting machines, material handling equipment and turnkey
plants.

DE STEFANI VALERIO & C snc
Via M.P. Virgilio, 16
I-20833 Birone di Giussano (MB)
phone +39 0362 310914 - fax +39 0362 310915
www.destefanimacchine.com
info@destefanimacchine.com
For over 30 years, De Stefani designs and
manufactures sanding machine for panels
edges and profiles. Single or double sided
edge sanding machines equipped to sand flat
and shaped edges on raw or lacquered panels.
Combined machines for panel edges foiling.
Edge Buffing and polishing machines for High
Gloss finishing panels. Profile sanding denibbing machines equipped with abrasive
belt or wheel to sand raw or laquered
mouldings. Angle profile gluing and
assembling machines for door frames.Double
end profile cutting machines.

Via Emilia, 77 I-47900 Rimini
phone +39 0541 700111 - fax +39 0541 700232
www.scmgroup.com
scmgroup@scmgroup.com
Woodworking machinery: the widest range of
products.

The product range is wide in the sector of
traditional woodworking machines:
thicknessing planers, surface planers,
combined surface-thicknessing planers, circular
saws, spindle moulders, combined saw-spindle
moulder, universal combined machines, bandsaws.

Our production of woodworking
machines: edger, cross-cutter.

Automation

Panel processing machines and plants. Special
multi-blades panel saws, longitudinal milling
machines with rollers feeding, working centres
for the “Folding” technology, flooring industry
technology, doors,modern furnishing industry
technology.

Via Europa, 4 I-42015 Correggio (RE)
phone +39 0522 631055
fax +39 0522 642992
www.fm.re.it - fm@fm.re.it
Design and production of technical items in
thermoplastic materials by molding process.
Design and manufacture of their moulds.

RS WOOD srl

Dust extraction
systems and filtration
SALVADOR - SOLIDEA srl

CONTROL LOGIC srl
Via Ennio, 25 I-20137 Milano
phone +39 02 54100818 - fax +39 02 54100764
www.controllogic.it - controllogic@controllogic.it
Spark detectors and fire extinguishing systems
for industrial dust extraction systems.

Via Bicocca 14/c - I-40026 Imola (BO)
phone +39 0541 653441 - fax +39 0542 653444
www.ceflafinishinggroup.com
cefla.finishing@cefla.it

Via Achille Grandi 38
I-47922 Viserbella di Rimini (RN)
phone +39 0541 736265 fax +39 0541 732084
www.rswooditaly.com - info@rswooditaly.com
Wide range of traditional woodworking
machines for panel and wood processing.

Via dell’Industria, 15
I-31020 San Vendemiano (TV)
phone +39 0438 777096
fax +39 0438 778282
www.solidea - salvador@solidea.it

GIARDINA FINISHING srl
Via V. Necchi, 63 - I-22060 Figino Serenza (CO)
phone +39 031 7830801- fax +39 031 78165
www.giardinagroup.com
info@giardinagroup.com
Finishing plants for the furniture and
construction industry with application by
spray, by roller coaters and curtain coaters and
drying by Uv dryers, vertical dryers, linear
dryers with microwaves technology. Complete
finishing plants for doors and windows. Spray
booths.

Via del Tesoro, 210 I-47827 Verucchio
Fraz. Villa Verucchio (RN)
phone +39 0541 678225-678078
fax +39 0541 671144
www.tecnoazzurra.it - info@tecnoazzurra.it
Industrial painting machines as: dry painting
booth, water painting booths, pressurising
painting system and suspended transport lines.

Crossing-cutting lines

CMA ROBOTICS spa
Via Pier Paolo Pasolini, 35/15
I-33040 Pradamano (UD)
phone +39 0432 640172 - fax +39 0432 640018
www.cmarobotics.com - info@cmarobot.it
Company specialized in fulfillment of
robotized solutions for painting chairs, tables
and assembled furniture, panels, windows and
doors.

Our mission: to be the skilled leader in
optimizing saws for innovation, quality,
technology, price and service!
Pushing optimizing saws; angular cutting
optimizing saws; high speed optimizing saws;
cross cutting saws

XYLON INTERNATIONAL

Epistolio srl – Painting Robot Division, with a
20 years experience in developing and
constructing anthropomorphic and cartesian
robots, offers a comprehensive range of
complete solutions for automated industrial
painting applications in the woodworking
industry.

TECNOAZZURRA srl
CEFLA FINISHING GROUP

Cefla Finishing Group worldwide leader in the
finishing of wooden, plastic and non-ferrous
material products designs and manufactures
turnkey painting and wrapping lines for the
wood, glass, metal and plastic industries,
tailored on customer needs and requirements.

FM srl

Via Piemonte, 120- I-21100 Varese (VA)
phone +39 0332 212692 - fax +39 0332 223666
www.epistoliorobot.com - info@epistolio.com

MARIO ZAFFARONI & FIGLI srl

Via Irlanda, 1 I-53036 Poggibonsi (SI)
phone + 39 0577 90311 - fax + 39 0577 979335
www.putschmeniconi.com
info@putschmeniconi.com
Manual and automatic vertical panel saws for
cutting wooden panels, plastic and acm
products. Welded steel frames, to grant
rigidity and precision. Special applications
allowing the possibility to make also grooving
on sandwich panels for folding. Automatic
horizontal beam saws with many different
configurations accordingly to the panel sizes
and thickness requirements.

EPISTOLIO srl
Painting Robot Division

Via Centro Industriale Europeo, 24
I-22078 Turate (CO)
phone +39 02 9688453 - fax +39 02 9682718
www.zaffaroni.com - info@zaffaroni.com

PUTSCH-MENICONI spa

Via Ciro Di Pers 68
I-33030 Majano (UD)
phone +39 0432 959036
fax +39 0432 959036
www.modesto.it - info@modesto.it

Lacquering and printing lines for furniture
panels, hardboard, mdf or chipboard panels,
doors or parquet flooring with roller or curtain
coating technology and uv or hot air drying
systems. Automatic and robotic spray lines
with vertical dryers, flat or uv dryers.
Lacquering and printing on coils.

VEBA MECCANICA srl
Via Emilia, 1678 I-47020 Longiano (FC)
phone +39 0547 54323 - fax +39 0547 54029
www.veba.it - info@veba.it

Surface finishing
COSTRUZIONI MECCANICHE
MODESTO NINO srl

ELMAG spa
Viale Elvezia, 35 I-20052 Monza (MB)
phone +39 039 23611 - fax +39 039 328202
www.elmag.it - info@elmag.it
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CURSAL srl
Via Bradolini, 38/a I-31020 San Fior (TV)
phone +39 0438 400963 - fax +39 0438 401851
www.cursal.com - info@cursal.com
Cursal is the best specialized company that
offers a vast range of wood cross-cut saws –
accessories for small and medium to large
cross cutting sections. Cursal designs, builds
and installs machines selecting the best
materials available in the market. Automatic
optimizing saw lines, accessorized manuals
and automations: There are standard turnkey
plant solutions as well as customized solutions,
result of a constant cooperation with the best
partners of the industry. True specialists from
the industry with over thirty years’ experience
are ready to help the customer ensure the best
price-quality ratio.
Stop looking for!

FAIRS
Tools and auxiliaries

ALIPRANDI snc
Aliprandi Luca, Maurizio e Paola
Via Manzoni, 10 I-20845 Sovico (MB)
phone +39 039 2013530 - fax +39 039 2013491
www.aliprandi.it - aliprandi@aliprandi.it
The Firm Aliprandi is specialized in the
production of wood working tools in solid
carbide and carbide-tipped, both standard and
special production.

Sale of machinery
and equipment

SURPLEX SRL
Corso Moncalieri, 476 - I-10133 Torino (TO)
phone +39 011 0192735- fax +39 0123 8598124
www.surplex.it – info@surplex.it
Surplex buys & sells machinery, plants,
equipment and further industrial goods in150
countries worldwide. Surplex organizes
international online auctions, clears and turns
entire factories into immediate liquidity.

Handling
and commissioning
FAPIL srl
Via A. Locatelli, 51/A - I-24019 Zogno (BG)
phone +39 0345 91179 - fax +39 0345 92726
www.fapil.it - fapil@fapil.it
Since 1959, Fapil’s mission has been to design
and build cutting tools for machining wood,
board materials and plastics. Specialists in cnc
tooling.

FINK srl - Woodworking tools
Via G. Giusti, 15 I-20900 Monza (MB)
phone +39 039 386961-2 - fax +39 039 361458
www.finktools.com - fink@finktools.com
Since 1924 Fink produces complete sets of
tools for windows, helicoidal cutterheads,
cutterheads for profiled kinves, cutters in Hw
welded, circular saw blades, dia tools, boring
bits, solid carbide routers, tools for cnc
trimming hoggers.

CASSIOLI srl
Place Guardavalle, 63
I-53049 Torrita Di Siena (SI)
phone +39 0577 684511- fax +39 0577 686084
www.cassioli.com - info@cassioli.com
From over 40 years we propose integrated
solutions in material handling and industrial
automation sector. Highly personalisable and
specific systems for furniture assembling, the
automatic storage and the handling.
Automatic warehouses, lazer guided vehiculs
(lgv), robotized islands, conveyors, sorter
systems, assembling lines, tilting units,
management softwares.

Lacquers

INDUSTRIA CHIMICA ADRIATICA spa
SISTEMI srl UNIPERSONALE
Via Montanelli, 70 I-61122 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 28950 - fax +39 0721 283476
www.sistemiklein.com - info@sistemiklein.com
Tools for wood-alu and plastic material working.
Tools for automatic boring machines, router bits
and collet chucks for cnc router machines. “M.
Conti” measuring devices for the woodworking
industry. Special devices for door and windows
manufacturers.

UTENSILTECNICA srl
Via Ca’ Giorgino, 2- I-47837 Montegridolfo (RN)
phone +39 0541 855202/855274
fax +39 0541 855255
www.utensiltecnica.com
utensiltecnica@utensiltecnica.com
Specialists in diamond and mechanical fixing
tooling. For 40 years we design and manufacture
tools for wood, aluminium and pvc. Customized
solutions thanks to integrated engineering, production, control and sharpening service with fast
delivery terms.

Software

DDX srl
Via G. Donizetti, 109/111
I-24030 Brembate di Sopra (BG)
phone +39 035 621093 - fax +39 035 333723
www.ddxgroup.com info@ddxgroup.com
Ddx develops Cad/Cam/Cim software solutions:
“EasyWOOD” for panel and solid wood
machining using 3, 4 and 5 axis;
“EasyBEAM” for structures, houses, walls,
beams, rooves, gazebo, etc.;“PowerSTAIRS” for
staircases design and manufacturing;
“PowerWIN” for any kind of windows, french
doors, internal doors, entry doors and
shutters.

Via Sandro Pertini, 52
I-62012 Civitanova Marche (MC)
phone +39 0733 8080 - fax +39 0733 808140
www.icaspa.com - info@icaspa.com
Polyurethane coatings, water-based coatings
for interiors and exteriors, uv-curing coatings,
acrylic coatings, polyester coatings, nitro
coatings, fire-retardant coatings and
pigmented coatings. Products for parquet
floors, special effects, stains, impregnating
agents, glues and tintometric color systems.

ICA spa
Division ITALIAN COATINGS
Via Alcide De Gasperi, 73
I-36060 Romano D'Ezzelino (VI)
phone +39 0424 8386 - fax +39 0424 37497
www.italiancoatings.com
info@italiancoatings.com
A new definition of Italian quality.

SEMI-FINISHED PRODUCTS
AND SUPPLIES
Agents and wood trades

BASSO LEGNAMI srl
Via Dell'Artigianato, 6 I-13040 Rovasenda (VC)
phone +39 0161 879797 - fax +39 0161 879798
www.bassolegnami.com
basso@bassolegnami.com
Since 2004 our company has started here in
Italy the production of 3-layer wood elements
for window and door building. We have been
gaining a lot of experience during these years
and we can now offer them in several wood
species, such as: Okoumé, Ozigo, Slavonjan
Oak, Tulipier and Lime. All elements are glued
employing a vinylic glue pvac-d4-en 205 only.

XYLON INTERNATIONAL

AAAAAAAA
the complete calendar on www.xylon.it

AAAAAAAA
17-20 August
Tecno Mueble Internacional
www.tecnomueble.com.mx
• Guadalajara (Mexico)
Woodworking technologies

27-30 September
Lisderevmash
www.lisderevmash.ua
• Kiev (Ukraine)
Woodworking technologies

18-21 August
Kofurn
www.kofurn.or.kr
• Seoul (Korea)
Woodworking technologies

28-30 September
Ifmac
www.ifmac.net
• Jakarta (Indonesia)
Woodworking technologies

24-27 August
Iwf
www.iwfatlanta.com
• Atlanta (Usa)
Woodworking technologies

28-30 September
Timber and woodprocessing
www.timberprocessingandenergyexpo.com
• Portland (Usa)
Woodworking technologies

1-3 September
Eko Las
www.ekolas.mtp.pl
• Janow Lubelsky (Poland)
Woodworking technologies

02-05 October
W16
www.wexhibition.co.uk
• Birmingham (Great Britain)
Woodworking technologies

1-4 September
Holzmesse
www.kaerntnermessen.at
• Klagenfurt (Austria)
Woodworking technologies

11-15 October
Holz Basel
www.holz.ch
• Basel (Switzerland)
Woodworking technologies

6-9 September
ExpoDrev
www.krasfair.ru
• Krasnoyarsk (Russia)
Woodworking technologies

13-16 October
Ambienta
www.zv.hr
• Zagreb (Croatia)
Furniture

6-9 September
Wood Products and technology
www.traochteknik.se
• Gothenburg (Sweden)
Woodworking technologies

18-20 October
Timber Expo
www.ukconstructionweek.com
• Birmingham (Great Britain)
Constructing and architecture

7-10 September
Ciff
www.ciff-sh.com
• Shanghai (China)
Woodworking technologies

18-20 November
The north of England Woodworking
and power tool show
www.nelton.co.uk
• Harrogate (Great Britain)
Woodworking technologies

8-11 September
Fmc
www.fmcchina.com.cn
• Shanghai (China)
Woodworking technologies
9-11 September
Sri Lanka Wood
www.futurextrade.com
• Colombo (Sri Lanka)
Woodworking technologies
13-16 September
Drema
www.drema.pl
• Poznan (Poland)
Woodworking technologies
14-18 September
Bife Sim
www.bife-sim.ro
• Bucarest (Romania)
Woodworking technologies
15-17 September
Woodworking Kazan
www.woodexpokazan.ru
• Kazan (Russia)
Furniture
27-30 September
Lignumexpo Forest
www.agrokomplex.sk
• Nitra (Slovakia)
Woodworking technologies
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6-8 December
Furniture Asia
www.furnitureasia.com.pk
• Karachi (Pakistan)
Furniture

